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Follow the life cycle of an apple: from fruit growing on the tree to market, to picnic, to seed, to

sapling and tree, and finally to a new apple. This simple, joyful book with radiant illustrations

introduces readers to the amazing and delectable way the earth provides food.
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This is one of the books I always love reading to my daughter! The illustrations are totally beautiful, I

love the style and they perfectly illustrate the story. They've got lots of fun details you and your little

ones will discover over time, such as all the horses, chickens, plants, water, ducks, flowers, etc., on

the farm. It's a great book for as young as two years old, since it's not too wordy (a great one to

read if you're in a hurry to get to bed!), and it will grow with them. My nearly 6-yr.-old still likes it, and

can recite it with me now. The prose is nice, and a pleasure to speak. Good hippie ethos and earthy

magic. If you like this you'll probably also like "Butterfly Birthday" by the same author, a bit wordier

but fun and also great, bright pictures.

This is a beautifully illustrated book that uses sweet, simple terms to walk a child through the life

cycle of an apple. My 19 month old absolutely loves it, though I think it could be thoroughly enjoyed

by older children as well. The words are brief, allowing the reader to keep it simple or fill in with



more complex dialog and make it appropriate for any age. What a beautiful way to get children to

learn about our Earth.

I just received this book today. At the first touch I immediately noticed how thick the pages are - I felt

like I was turning the artist's original canvas. Each page had vibrant illustrations set against fine

lines simulating parchment. The story is equally as beautiful, as it tells the recursive story of one red

apple from fruit, to seed, through growth to fruit again. This book can truly be appreciated by

multiple audiences at various levels. As a mother of one young son, I can't help but think this is our

story too.

Not the favorite apple-themed book in our house now (that honor goes to Apple Farmer Annie), but

it is beautifully illustrated and a simple story line for my toddler. I also like how the apple tree grows.

My child loves to look at the pages showing the farm, orchard, and countryside with all the animals.

I purchased this book after my daughter watched enthralled as it was read on a childrens tv

program. The story is lovely and as an artist myself I found the images striking. I see this as an

heirloom worthy book that I may one day read to my own grandchildren!

I sent this book to my niece in OR. The minute she opened it and started reading it she asked her

mom for an apple. I love books that promote healthy habits. My sister says it is a beautiful book.
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